An architect comes closer to certain secrets of nature in his practice if he
is master of organic form than most artists and scientists. Although in any
final analysis we are all in the same category—making tests according to
calculation or better than calculation—inspiration. Testing an inspiration?
An expert in building construction would declare it an absurdity.
But that 'absurdity' has characterized my life.
An architect is either on the winning side grasping the laws of nature
or on the losing side, the side of dead data, the idee fixe, the rules of the
Code.
Most book data are the result of some testing process limited at the time
by this and that circumstance. The most important of such data as we
know serves only for a time, the length of time determined by how flexible
the mind of the man and the formula were when the datum was fixed.
Flexibility is the only chance a mind or a datum has for survival.
Heraclitus was right.
So Codes are the mental limitations of short men, short of experience,
short of imagination, short of courage, short of common sense.
A federal law should be enacted compelling the bureaucrats (those
'blessed by a little brief authority') to throw the codes out of the window
every five years and enact new ones. Meanwhile (as it has already been
done in England) a referendum should be set up as a Court of Appeals
with better mental equipment than can be expected of the administration
of codes. The referendum qualified to listen to ideas and give sanction to a
likely experiment in structure—proper safeguards provided—in order that
the data for the next five years may be a matter of record.
Inevitably a bureaucrat is a short man, however long his legs may be.
His is a mind only fit for a bureau. He is undersize in most respects. Being
a limb, or out on one as some member of an Authority, he worships
Authority and since the Authority is all the strength he has he cherishes
what little he has with all his strength.
Justice, truth, advancement—these are not his concern.
These are his enemies. He does not feel safe with any one, not to men-
tion several, of these vital concerns of humanity.
Tradition—the formula—this it is that invests the bureaucrat with
whatever power he has. Anything irregular inverts him. So he is one of
the grains of sand in the sandbags that ballast the flying ship. And that is
good enough for him. It's all he asks—'but little here below*. So never
submit tests to a bureau or a crat. Both are in the position of the black
crow who declared, after the other crow had tried hard to convince him
that he could sing, 'No, it's no good. No, I don't like it. No. Youse is
wastin7 your time—'cause I wouldn't like it, even if it was good!*
Here is the fatal weakness of Democracy: the bureaucrat. The fatal
weakness of Democracy does not lie in gangsterism or political chicanery
or civil disobedience or anything like them. It lies in this dumb sheep-
like submission to Authority, 'the drinking of the vanity of office'. And
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